CROSSWORD
No. 15,671 Set by JULIUS

ACROSS
1, 30 Arsenal Gooner half-heartedly teased Chelsea toff (6,6)
4 That's funny, taking Owen back on board; fellow's hardly a team player! (4,4)
6 Applying Koran, lash usurer (4,5)
10 Bitter, working in solitary (5)
11 In America, plenty swing (4)
12 Machine designed to attract uninhibited women for private entertainment (4,6)
13 A poison coating Lake Ontario's premier shellfish (7)
16 Absolutely lovely empty apartment at the front (6)
19 On the first of the month, Charlie got infected (6)
20 American cobbler's links traceable back to Emilia Romagna? (7)
21 Smug, being able to have lake in Provence for most of summer there (10)
22 Crush the spirit (6)
23 Swapped sides of stupid boy's hat (4)
24, 9 Lonely ol' mam working with Meals on Wheels? (5,6)
25 They connected a line in motel corridor (5)
27 One ignorant of sibling behaviour merely told off detained student (4,5)
28 Play causing discomfort for the viewers? (3,5)
30 See 1

DOWN
1 One whose death was staged in rep? (8)
2 Reagan vote took time to build, as expected (2,7)
3 Lad's thrown up hotel food (4)
4 Able to get rubbed out any time, Italian island detectives are in revolution (10)
7 Regular intake of booze own men described as potentially toxic (5)
8 Boris Johnson's department title repelled warring opponent (6)
9 See 24
14 Pal scooted round to help with delivery (6,4)
17 Unfinished underwear no good for hanging around (9)
18 Curry containers left in the German tube (8)
20 Storm over replica Twombly (7)
21 British view gets slapped on the wrist! (6)
22 Shell tycoon upset for a few minutes (4)

Solution 15,670
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